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Fintiba cooperates with verify-u to pave the way to
Germany for many international students

Fintiba is a digital solution provider for
international students and other groups.
Fintiba offers innovative tailor-made
online solutions for those who want to
study or work in Germany.
For successful delivery of these services,
Fintiba cooperates with verify-u.

Before moving to Germany, students and workers from non-EU countries have to obtain their visas.
One of the requirements imposed by the German government is a blocked bank account as a way to prove
financial resources for living in the country.
Fintiba is the fastest and easiest way to open a blocked account in Germany, and both foreign students
and workers count on Fintiba when it comes to fulfilling the requirements for a German visa.
Fintiba was founded in 2016 and it is headquartered in the heart of Frankfurt.
The Fintiba team consists of banking and insurance experts as well as general management and
IT specialists.

E-Mail: info@verify-u.com
Web: www.verify-u.com
Phone: +49 (0)6134-9547-300

verify-u f2f Video Verification
verify-u’s f2f offers a seamless
experience for Fintiba’s users during
their onboarding process
As a company that deals with customers who come from
different nationalities and backgrounds, Fintiba needs to
comply with Know Your Customer (KYC) requirements while
offering excellence in onboarding.
Through the verify-u face-to-face video verification
solution (f2f), Fintiba can onboard users from all over the
world.
verify-u provides Fintiba with all the necessary support and
technology to make the procedure a smooth experience.
The identification process is kept as simple as possible and
is conducted by verify-u's expert customer service
representatives.
The process is easy and once the user is identified, he or
she can start using their accounts.

With verify-u’s f2f video identification, Fintiba delivers a superior
onboarding procedure for customers: quick, smooth and compliant with
the law.

“

verify-u is the best way for us to onboard users online, verifying their physical identity
documents and giving to them an excellent customer experience. Meanwhile, we comply with
the law and AML obligations, meeting the strict requirements imposed by the German legislation

E-Mail: info@verify-u.com
Web: www.verify-u.com
Phone: +49 (0)6134-9547-300
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